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AGENDA
1.

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING – (Pages 1 - 4)
To confirm the Minutes of the Meeting held on 13th September, 2018 (copy
attached).

2.

INVESTMENT IN COMMERCIAL PROPERTY – (Pages 5 - 46)
To consider the Executive Director’s Report No. ED1807 (copy attached) on the
Council’s approach to investment in commercial property.

3.

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT –
To receive a presentation giving an outline of the results for schools in Rushmoor for
2018 and to consider whether to examine the issue in more detail.

4.

NORTH HAMPSHIRE COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP - UPDATE FROM
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE –
Councillor Jonathan Canty will report back on the outcomes from the Joint Scrutiny
Committee (Basingstoke/Hart/Rushmoor) Community Safety Partnership meeting on
11th October, 2018.

5.

WORK PLAN – (Pages 47 - 58)
To review the current work plan (copy attached).

MEETING REPRESENTATION
Members of the public may ask to speak at the meeting on any of the items on the
agenda by writing to the Committee Administrator at the Council Offices,
Farnborough by 5.00 pm three working days prior to the meeting.
Applications for items to be considered for the next meeting must be received in
writing to the Committee Administrator fifteen working days prior to the meeting.
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AGENDA ITEM No. 1

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
COMMITTEE
Meeting held on Thursday, 13th September, 2018 at the Council Offices,
Farnborough at 7.00 pm.
Voting Members
Cllr M.D. Smith (Chairman)
Cllr J.B. Canty (Vice-Chairman)
Cllr T.D. Bridgeman
Cllr M.S. Choudhary
Cllr R.M. Cooper
Cllr K. Dibble
Cllr Veronica Graham-Green
Cllr B. Jones
Cllr Nadia Martin
Cllr B.A. Thomas
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Cllr Mrs. D.B. Bedford
10. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the meeting held on 19th July, 2018 were agreed as a correct
record.
11. PERFORMANCE MONITORING QUARTER 1 2018/19
The Committee received a presentation from Mr. Jon Rundle, Strategy, Performance
and Partnership Manager, on the Quarter 1 Performance Monitoring.
The Quarterly Monitoring Report provided information on how well the Council was
performing, and allowed Members and Officers to identify issues on an ongoing
basis. It was reported that at the end of Quarter 1, 85.2% of the actions were
“green”, 14.8% “amber” and 0% were “red”. The Committee was apprised of the
actions being taken on those that were “amber” and noted the reasons why certain
projects were not on track to be achieved within the timescales set.
A project relating to the CCTV service and how it would be shaped going forward
was raised as “amber”. The current service was provided in partnership with Hart
District Council and was due to undergo a review of the current systems capabilities
and likely needs for future proofing as part of the procurement process for a new
maintenance contract. The Committee was advised that Hart had updated their
cameras during the current contract but Rushmoor had taken the decision to
continue with the existing cameras. This situation had made the procurement
process for a new maintenance contract more complex and there was a slight delay.
A meeting was scheduled for the following week to consider this matter. The
Committee was concerned that the Council had taken the decision not to upgrade
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the cameras at the same time as Hart and requested that an update be given to
explain the reasons behind the decision.
Action to be taken
To provide an update on the reasons
behind the decision to not upgrade the
CCTV cameras within Rushmoor at the
same times as the ones in Hart.

By Whom
Carrie
Community
Manager

When
Ryan, October, 2018
Safety

Since the last meeting, when the Committee had considered Quarterly Performance
Monitoring, it was noted that a number of new measures had been added to the
report. These related mainly to the SERCO contract and included data on service
satisfaction, street cleansing, in particular missed bin collections and fixed penalty
notices. Homelessness, walk in customers and staff absence data was also being
included. The Committee also noted that data on the Council’s savings requirements
had been recorded as part of the information provided. The Committee discussed
the savings requirement data and requested that more information on income
generation, in particular that generated from property investment, should be added to
the work plan.
The Chairman thanked Mr. Rundle for his presentation and welcomed Carrie Ryan,
Community Safety Manager and Inspector Phil Mayne of Hampshire Police who
were in attendance to provide a background to the crime and disorder figures held
within the Quarterly Performance Monitoring Report.
The Committee was advised that there had been a continual decrease in crime rates
over the past two years of about 1% despite all the “red” categories shown on the
data provided within the report. Figures were skewed as crimes, such as burglaries,
could take place over one to two nights; then the offenders would move to a different
location or be caught, causing a peak in the figures in a short space of time. Historic
crimes such as rapes and domestic abuse could also disrupt the figures as they
were logged on the day they were reported and not backdated to the event itself.
The Committee discussed rape crimes and noted that teens/young people were
more inclined to report rapes than they had in the past. The rapes being reported
were not stranger rapes, but often related to young people being too drunk or under
the influence and not in the right mind to consent to acts of a sexual nature.
The Committee discussed drug crimes and the actions the Police were taking to
address these issues. Operation Fortress was a dedicated team of police officers in
Rushmoor working with the Thames Valley and Guildford Police to target known
people and vehicles associated with drugs. The aims of the operation were to make
Rushmoor a hostile place for dealers and to work with users to deter them from
housing transient drug dealers to try to eradicate the problem as a whole. The main
drugs being dealt in Rushmoor were cannabis, spice, heroine and cocaine.
A discussion was held around the reluctance of people to call 101, the nonemergency Police phone number. It was noted that it took a considerable length of
time to report a problem via 101, which put people off. Inspector Mayne responded
by stressing the importance of using the 101 number, as this helped build a picture
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of crimes and can help identify hotspots and gain intelligence to tackle issues
effectively.
In response to queries regarding the issues in the town centres around street
drinking and antisocial behaviour, it was noted that the majority of the street drinkers
were currently in prison. It was also advised that most of the street drinkers weren’t
homeless and chose to drink on the streets due to the fear of losing their
accommodation. In respect of begging, the individuals operating in the town centres
were passive and could not be prosecuted under the Public Spaces Protection Order
(PSPO). The Police used allegations of fraud (a crime with a higher punishment than
a PSPO) as a way of targeting these individuals who were giving the impression that
they were homeless.
A request was made for statistics on first time offenders, and measures taken to
prevent them from re-offending. It was noted that there were courses available
including victim awareness to help change mind sets. The Integrated Offender
Management (IOM) Team dealt with regular offenders.
It was agreed that Ms Ryan would look at different ways to display the information in
the Performance Monitoring Report, these would be shared at a future meeting of
the Progress Group. It was also agreed that the Committee would consider the
Crime and Disorder data again when reviewing the Quarter 3 Report.
The Chairman thanked Ms Ryan and Inspector Mayne and then welcomed Cllr Paul
Taylor, Customer Experience and Improvement Portfolio Holder and Phillip Roberts,
IT Systems Administrator who were in attendance to address the status of the Digital
Strategy which appeared as amber in some areas in the Quarter 1 Report.
The Digital Strategy had been adopted on 20th April, 2017 and set out how the
Council would seize opportunities to do things better by increasing the digital offer to
customers, ensuring that the Council was fit and streamlined for the future. It was
noted that the Council had established a group to look in more detail at the Digital
Strategy and a work programme was in place. Currently a number of areas were
being addressed, these included a web portal for business rates, new ways of
working were being scoped as a result of Citizens’ Advice Rushmoor co-locating in
the building and the development of a cloud strategy.
An area that was showing “amber” was General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR);
it was noted that to meet the Regulations’ criteria, all elected members had to switch
to using a Rushmoor email account and this was to be completed by Monday 17th
September, 2018. Two training session for Members on GDPR were scheduled for
21st November, 2018 and 14th January, 2019. All Members were being asked to
attend a session.
In response to a query regarding Windows 10 and the migration from Windows 7, it
was noted that Windows 7 would no longer be supported from 14th January, 2020. A
subscription model was available to upgrade as you go although there were cost
implications of taking this offer up. It was felt a good option to consider going
forward. In the meantime, the IT Service needed to ensure the domain was up to
date to allow for migration to Windows 10 when necessary.
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With regard to the modern.gov committee administration application, it was noted
that a further roll out of the system with support for Members would take place in
October.
12. APPOINTMENTS TO TASK AND FINISH GROUPS
(1)

The appointments to the Welfare Reform Task and Finish Group for the
2018/19 Municipal Year were agreed as Cllrs M.D. Smith, Mrs D.B. Bedford,
J.B. Canty, Veronica Graham-Green, Jennifer Evans and M.J. Roberts.

(2)

The appointments to the SERCO Task and Finish Group for the 2018/19
Municipal Year were agreed as Cllrs M.D, Smith, Mrs D.B. Bedford, J.B.
Canty, Veronica Graham-Green, K. Dibble and C.P. Grattan.

It was noted that a briefing paper on Universal Credit would be circulated to
Members the following week. Universal Credit was a significant and complex issue,
which could generate an increase in case work for local elected Members.
13. WORK PLAN
The current work plan was noted.
Parking at the Aldershot Centre for Health and Property Investment would be
considered at the next meeting of the Progress Group.
The meeting closed at 8.59 pm.

CLLR M.D. SMITH (CHAIRMAN)
------------
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AGENDA ITEM No. 2

AGENDA ITEM NO. 2

OVERVIEW AND
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
1 NOVEMBER 2018

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
REPORT NO ED1807

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This report has been prepared following a request from the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee for a briefing to support a review of the Council’s
approach to investment in commercial properties.

1.2

It sets out the background to the Council’s current position and outlines
service review work currently being undertaken by the new Head of
Regeneration and Property and the new Property and Estates Manager and
recommends that the Overview and Scrutiny Committee take forward their
consideration of this area on completion of that work.

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

The Council has run a portfolio of income generating property assets such as
industrial estates for a number of years. As part of the former 8 point plan, a
decision was made to acquire a number of further commercial properties to
support the Council’s aim to increase income and support ongoing
sustainability. With one exception these properties are located in the Borough
or in the Council’s functional economic area.

2.2

To date eight properties have been acquired as set out in the table below.
Two further properties (both in the Borough) are current proceeding though
the acquisition process.

Investment property
10A Wellesley House, Farnborough Industrial Estate
Bridge House, Eelmoor Road, Farnborough
20 Blackwater Way Industrial Estate
31 Hercules Way, Cirrus, Farnborough Aerospace Centre
252 Ash Road, Aldershot
168 High Street, Guildford
Dominion Road, Worthing
Optrex Business Park, Rotherwick
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2.3

Properties are currently acquired as a result of an identification, evaluation
and selection process using a mix of specialist agents and local knowledge to
identify potential opportunities. Senior officers and members are involved in
the selection process with approvals confirmed by Cabinet.

2.4

As new acquisitions are funded by borrowing properties are expected to meet
a minimum percentage rate of return and all acquisition calculations include
appropriate allowance for management, repairs and maintenance.

3.

CURRENT POSITION

3.1

The Chief Executive’s report to Cabinet on staffing structures considered in
May stated that given the Council’s new priorities it was necessary to
strengthen the Council’s capacity and capability in a number of areas
including regeneration and property. Two new roles were established, an
Executive Head of Regeneration and Property and a Property and Estates
Manager. The Council was successful in making appointments to both roles
and in September and early October the appointees commenced in role.

3.2

A key task for both new postholders has been to give an early view of the
areas of focus for the property service moving forward. To this end a review of
service requirements is underway. This will include a view on the
opportunities and return offered by the current portfolio and the potential and
appropriateness for further acquisitions given the current market and
indications by government and advisors to the sector on the extent to which
local authorities should make commercial property investment a core part of
their response to budget constraints as opposed to the broader economic or
social wellbeing of the area .

3.3

The review work will be informed by recent guidance issued by the Chartered
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy on strategic property asset
management, a copy of which is attached.

3.4

It is expected that this work will conclude during early 2019 with a view to any
recommendations being taken forward in time for the new financial year.

3.5

Given their very recent appointment and acknowledgement that the Council
needed to strengthen its expertise in this area, it is suggested that scrutiny of
this service area would best take place once the initial review has been
undertaken. These findings and associated recommendations could then be
considered by the Committee.

4.

WAY FORWARD

4.1

It is therefore proposed that the Executive Head of Regeneration and Property
be requested to produce a substantive report on conclusion of the review
work setting out his findings and proposals in relation to all the Council’s
income generating property assets and the property function more generally.
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4.2

To assist with this report it would be helpful if the Committee could confirm
that the list of areas that would need to be addressed in the report are as set
out in the current work programme and identify any other areas that should be
examined.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
None

CONTACT DETAILS:
Report Author – Karen Edwards, Executive Director
Karen.edwards@rushmoor.gov.uk 01252 398800
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Introduction and background
A good asset management framework does not necessarily make an organisation good
at asset management.
Asset management is about supporting the delivery of strategic goals and objectives
through the use of property assets – it is part of resource and business planning. It is
setting a vision of where you want to be, and mapping out the journey to that place –
identifying where value can be added and where investment is needed to achieve
objectives. For most organisations this involves the adoption of a written asset
management framework.
A good asset management framework is one that reflects:


what your issues and values are as an authority



where you are as an authority



what you are seeking to achieve



how you intend to get there.

To be effective at strategic asset management, appropriate attention needs to be given
to the processes and procedures and how things are done. While having a written
document is helpful it should not be the overriding goal. Any written document should
simply express what is taking place within the authority and on the ground.
Too often organisations concentrate a great deal of effort on writing a document, without
first agreeing their strategic direction and putting in place the appropriate processes,
governance mechanisms and policy frameworks. Where this happens it is often the case
that ultimate delivery of intended outcomes falls short.

The benefits of strategic property asset management
Where strategic property asset management has been effectively put in place it has
brought real and tangible benefits for the organisations concerned, in the following
areas.
Being corporate


Establishing a strategic property group (or board) where corporate discussions can
take place.



Putting into place a corporate landlord governance model.



Appreciating that long-term change was needed which relies on a corporate
approach.



Increasing the desire for a corporate solution.



Enabling common priorities to be agreed and adopted.



Enabling the establishment of corporate standards for assets, for example in asset
condition or utilisation.
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Awareness


Raising profile of property assets and brought senior leadership buy-in.



Showing that things had to change.



Knowing more about their assets.



Improving engagement with elected members.



Increasing understanding of how assets enable an organisation and services to
deliver.



Putting property at the top table.

Service delivery


Improving engagement between property team and services.



Development of department asset strategies or incorporating asset strategies
within departmental business planning approaches.



Supporting services to challenge their service delivery operating models.

Finances


Improving financial forecasting.



Identifying procurement cost savings.



Analysing and aligning budgets.



Demonstrating savings, delivering efficiencies or spending money more wisely.



Taking a more commercial attitude to services and to property assets, and driven
value from the portfolio.



Focussing staff and finance where biggest difference can be made.



Initiated a capital and disposal strategy.



Developing an investment strategy.

Efficiency


Realising the need and value of data in improving efficiency and in making
decisions.



Understanding costs.



Highlighting property performance:



o

energy

o

maintenance

o

compliance

o

fitness for purpose.

Achieving better and fewer assets.
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Enabling the development of a repair and maintenance programme.



Supporting asset review, rationalisation and asset challenge.

Delivering corporate objectives


Delivering better return (social and financial) through formal decision making
platforms.



Driving regeneration.



Driving organisational policy on Community Asset Transfer.

Partnerships


Improving collaboration and brought organisations together, including neighbouring
local authorities, blue light services, health, central government etc.



Supporting area reviews and co-location strategies.



Developing better links with other council strategies.



Promoting and delivering Internal shared use of assets.

Why the benefits are sometimes not seen
For some organisations, attempts to adopt a strategic approach to property asset
management do not get sufficient traction or at various points go ‘off the rails’.
Sometimes this is due to the organisation writing their asset management framework
before they have put in place the necessary and important foundations. There can be a
number of other reasons why strategic property asset management does not deliver
what was intended. These can include:


Lack of understanding as to what it is all about.



High level policy change or shift in political priorities.



Other plans and strategies change.



Inconsistencies in approaches.



Approaches to changing priorities or strategies is not fed through to property asset
implications and need to adapt.



The asset management framework becomes too bulky and cumbersome.



The asset management framework results in being nothing more than a position
statement instead of being forward-looking and strategic.



The organisation lacks a culture of taking a corporate approach to decision making.



Political overrule of adopted strategy in certain cases.



Struggle to achieve engagement with all senior management and services.



Heavy operational workload resulting in diversion of resources from strategic
activities.
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Lack of adequate property-related data.



No clarity around service delivery models.



Timeframes, objectives or funding arrangements of partners out of alignment.



Amount of time, money and people available to deliver.



Ward councillors can sometimes concentrate on local issues rather than bigger
picture.



Dependence on internal drivers for change which is not always there.



The property team lacks status within the organisation.

Taking it forward
Section 3 of this document shares the CIPFA Property approach, which we take when we
are asked by public sector organisations to support them on a consultancy basis in
developing a strategic property asset management framework.
This approach has been developed by us over a number of years and is tried and tested.
But it is not rigid, and is capable of being adapted to suit particular requirements. In fact
we would encourage organisations adopting this framework to adapt it to what they
need. After all, every organisation is different and at a different place on their journey.
When we are supporting organisations in this way we treat the commission as a project
that has distinct stages. These might be different for us than they would be for you, as
you will come already armed with information about your organisation that we wouldn’t
necessarily have.
If you do adapt this framework approach, one thing that should remain in common is to
avoid the temptation to simply start writing your framework before you have put the
fundamental building blocks in place to establish what your various stakeholders’ views
and perspectives are. You need patience to determine this before any document drafting
takes place. It will pay dividends later.
Another area that requires consideration is the intended audience for your framework. If
the framework is going to be entirely internal then it may need to be written in a certain
style and a different level of detail to a framework that is principally intended for public
consumption.
If even if the framework is entirely internal, there will be various internal audiences and
different messages or different ways of saying the same thing that may need to be
sought out and rearticulated.
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Document structure
We are firm believers that any written asset management framework should be logical in
its concept and approach. It should be structured in a way that briefly tells your story –
where you have been, where you are now, where you want to be and why, and how you
intend to get there.
The story that needs to be told might include the following three elements:

Your direction

How you are
organised

Property actions

Asset
management
framework

But in telling this story, written asset strategic asset management documents can often
suffer from being confused, jumbled affairs that confuse where the organisation is, what
it is trying to achieve, and what it is doing about it. That is why when we are asked to
support organisations in developing their frameworks we recommend a disciplined
structure as shown in the diagram below.

Policy

Strategy

Action plan

This sort of structure, with the three key elements of policy, strategy and action plan,
provides clarity, both within the organisation and in gathering your own thoughts during
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the drafting process, but also for those reading or referring to the document once
written.
The property asset management policy
This establishes the rules, culture and behaviour.
The property asset management strategy
This sets the direction for change.
The property asset management action plan
This sets out how that change will be delivered.

The property asset management policy
The Public Sector Asset Management Guidelines (RICS 2012) describes the property
asset management policy as:
The…policy will be designed to make sure that the property asset
strategy is reflected in the decisions of all parts of the organisation. It
sets down the ‘rules of behaviour’ for the organisation, as far as
property decision-making is concerned, to ensure that the strategy can
be.
It establishes:


what the corporate approach or attitude is to its property assets



what behaviours are expected



what principles are going to be followed.

The property asset management strategy
The Public Sector Asset Management Guidelines (RICS 2012) describes the property
asset management policy as:
The property asset strategy is a business planning and communication
document... It considers property as just one of the many corporate
resources which are needed to deliver services.
The strategy will be a high-level statement of the overall approach to
providing property and/or accommodation to meet the organisation’s
needs. It will make clear, in general terms, the
property/accommodation that is required to meet corporate and
operational objectives.
It establishes:


what you think your future should look like



where you want to be.
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The difference between policy and strategy
In the context of what we are describing here, we regard the property asset
management strategy as being what you are seeking to achieve in terms of direction. It
is framed around achievements, and is focussed on a direction and a time frame and/or
outcome.
By contrast the property asset management policy is how you regard and treat the
assets and what you want from them.
The table below provides three examples of three different aspects of property asset
management, and how the property asset management policy and the property asset
management strategy might relate to one another, and the differences between them.
These are provided simply to demonstrate the relationship between policy and strategy.

Asset management
area
Community asset
transfer

Possible policy aspect





Commercial property
investment







Asset condition




Wish to support
our communities
by empowering
them to control
local assets.
Who are we
prepared to
transfer assets to?
In what
circumstances are
we prepared to
transfer assets?
Where the
organisation is
prepared to buy
commercial
property
investments.
The type of
commercial
properties the
organisation will
consider acquiring.
The risk appetite
for individual
acquisitions, or
across the
portfolio.

Intention to have
all property assets
in good condition.
Adopt definitions of
what ‘good
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Possible strategy
aspect
 Possible target
around number of
community asset
transfers by a
certain date.
 Possible target
around outcomes
from community
asset transfers.









Ambition for the
council to be
financially selfsufficient in terms
of revenue
budgets.
Possible target to
achieve an
identified level of
annual income
from commercial
property
investment.
Possible target to
spend an identified
capital sum on
commercial
property
acquisition.
Develop a repairs
and maintenance
strategy by a
defined date.
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Asset management
area

Possible policy aspect



condition’ means
for different
categories of
property asset.
Ensure that
property
information is
accurate, current
and
comprehensive.

Possible strategy
aspect
 What will be
repaired when to
achieve policy
intention.
 Possible milestones
against predetermined dates.

The property asset management action plan
The property asset management action plan should provide clear and measurable actions
that will be implemented over the short term, say three to five years, as part of
delivering the property asset management strategy. It should set out:


what you we need to do to deliver on your strategy



the specific activities or actions you will be taking.

We would recommend that the property asset management action plan be divided into
logical and sensible sections. We would generally suggest that the deliverables be
categorised into the following groups:


policy development



organisational arrangements



property specific activities.

Section 3 below sets out the process that we at CIPFA Property generally follow in order
to support organisations on a consultancy basis, in pulling together the necessary
information to enable them to develop a strategic property asset management
framework that is robust and reflects their challenges, cultures and ambitions.
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The CIPFA strategic property asset management framework
approach
The CIPFA Property approach to developing for clients a strategic property asset
management (SPAM) framework generally follows eight main steps as shown in the
diagram below and brief descriptive text below:

Information
gathering

Draft SPAM
Policy
documentation

Draft SPAM
policy

Information
review

Facilitated
workshops

Draft SPAM
Strategy
documentation

Service
engagement

Draft SPAM
Action Plan



Information gathering: Gather key documents and relevant information.



Information Review: Review key documents to pull out key aims and
objectives/deliverables associated with property asset management for
consideration within the workshops.



Draft SPAM policy and principles: Develop draft asset management principles
and policies in preparation for workshop.



Facilitated workshops: Presentation and workshop with elected members.



Draft SPAM policy documentation: Based on the facilitated workshop and
corporate documentation develop outline AMP Policy documents.



Service engagement: Discussion with property representatives and key services
mainly to develop contents of strategy part of documentation.



Draft SPAM strategy documentation: Write outline AMS based on above.



Draft SPAM action plan: Develop asset management action plan.

The following parts of this section provide a little more information around each of these
eight stages in the CIPFA Property SPAM framework approach.
For clarification, this framework guidance is a process that can be followed by
organisations seeking to articulate their asset management approaches and strategy, in
a written form. This guidance is NOT a tool to deliver asset management itself, but a
means to help the organisation describe where it is and where it wants to be.
Nevertheless the process of articulating where an organisation is can shine a light on
where and how things could or should be better. Not many organisations are likely to be
able to say that they are doing everything in terms of asset management and that they
cannot improve.
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One key output from this framework process is the SPAM action plan, which will set out
improvements that may be able to be made, and which will deliver the strategic
destination the organisation has set itself. This action plan will say what the organisation
needs to do or to change over the short to medium term, as part of achieving the long
term strategy. It is a menu for improvement.

Information gathering
When we are supporting clients through this sort of process we are outsiders to the
organisation. We might know something about the organisation and what they are doing,
but we will not have a great deal of detail. So we have to devote quite a bit of time to
getting to know what the organisation is all about.
This means gathering as much information as possible about them, to understand what
makes them tick, what is important to them, what their ambitions are, what their
particular challenges are, what they have achieved so far, and what they believe is left
to do.
This information gathering process is far from limited to issues around property assets or
the property team. This is a process whereby we gain a broader understanding of what
the organisation is like as a whole, including some of the key service functions within it.
Set out below are lists of the sort of information that we generally seek to obtain. Often
different organisations will have different names for what are essentially the same thing,
so don’t get hung up on the specific document titles we use. The principle is to find out
as much as possible ready for this to be reviewed at the next stage.
You might think that you could leave out this stage of the process because you think you
know all there is to know about your organisation. But we would urge you not to be
tempted into that way of thinking. In our experience you might well be surprised what
little you do know about your organisation. We have been involved in quite a few
consultancy situations where our main instructing contact did not even know that some
of the documents we requested even existed. So do not assume that you know all that
needs to be known.
Your assumptions are your windows on the world. Scrub them off every
once in a while, or the light won't come in.” ― Isaac Asimov

The information we generally seek falls into three groups:


How the organisation and the community is changing.



Key strategic and policy objectives of the organisation.



Information around the property estate and its performance and governance.

How the organisation and the community is changing
The table below sets out some high level questions that we often like to ask about an
organisation in preparation for developing the SPAM Framework.
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How is the organisation changing?


Is the organisation into shared
function buildings containing
multiple organisational services?



Is it sharing property assets with
external partners?



Is there a process of ‘channel
shifting’ of customers that could
impact on property assets?



Are some services being scaled
back through closure?



Are there changes taking place to
service operating models?



Are services being closed down
altogether?



What is the organisation’s
attitude to outsourcing or
insourcing insofar as it might
impact on property assets?

How is the community changing?


What is happening locally to the
average age of the population?



Is the demographic of the
community changing?



How different are the different
communities within the area?



How is the organisation
reshaping services to reflect or
adapt to these?

Key strategic and policy objectives or the organisation
As well as building an understanding of the organisation and its communities, it is
necessary to have an understanding of the key objectives of the organisation and its
partners. These will often be set out in a number of key policy and strategy documents.
We set out below a list of some of the key documents that we normally request from our
clients. Each of these is important in their own way. And once again, the terminology will
differ from organisation to organisation.
In your organisation there could of course be other key policy and strategy documents
that we have not listed here. That doesn’t mean they would not be important. For
example if you are a police service then your policing plan would be a key document. If
you are a fire and rescue service or in the health or higher education sectors then you
will have your own specific documents that you should include.
In our experience most strategic property staff will have a grasp of the content of
documents such as the corporate plan, but beyond that there is not always an in-depth
understanding by them of other documents in this list.
If you are applying this framework in your organisation then we urge you to obtain
copies of all these and other relevant documents. Do not assume that you know what
they say. Read them to find out. You may be surprised at how little you know.
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Key documents for review


Corporate plan/corporate business plan.



Community strategy.



Capital strategy and capital programme prioritisation
process.



Medium term financial plan.



Treasury management strategy.



Economic development strategy.



Housing strategy.



Carbon management/energy strategy.



Neighbourhood or place strategies.



Tourism strategy.



Community asset transfer policy.



Information around key partnership with other bodies.

Information around the property estate and its performance and governance
Alongside information that needs to be gathered around the organisation, its challenges,
culture and overall direction, it is naturally necessary to gather as much information
about the operation and management of the property portfolios owned and operated by
the organisation as possible.
This includes property assets that are part of the council’s frontline operation as well as
property assets that are held to support community activities, held for economic
development and regeneration, held for long term expansion or development and also
those that are held to provide a financial return.
The information available and necessary to be gathered will vary from asset group to
asset group, and will also vary from organisation to organisation. The box below
provides some examples of the nature of the information we would seek when
supporting our clients.
At this stage, when gaps are identified around property-related information this provides
an immediate flag of a potential action for the asset management action plan.

Property estate, performance and governance
information


Asset lists and breakdown.
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Property estate, performance and governance
information


Key property partnerships with other bodies.



Property performance data (condition, cost, utilisation
etc).



Property maintenance strategy.



Statutory compliance of premises.



Key property achievements over last two years (projects,
financials etc).



Property plan/programmes moving forward.



Any specific property policies eg, disposal and acquisition.



Scheme of delegation for property decisions.



Terms of reference for asset management group (or
board).



Documented governance arrangements around property
decisions.

Information review
Once all the available information is gathered then this can be reviewed in order to form
a picture of the organisation, where it is and where it should and could be. It is
important NOT to wait for fine detail with every data set before progressing as this will
delay your progress. Where there are gaps in information then this will trigger a
potential action for the asset management action plan.
The purpose of reviewing this information is to begin to pull together a draft asset
management policy and management principles. At this stage these do not need to be
finely worded, as that will take place later during the member workshops and discussions
with internal services and other partners and stakeholders (if appropriate). The key task
here is to understand what the organisation might need and to express in simple terms
what this might look like, to enable these to be challenged.

Typical corporate plan objectives of a local authority


More homes: Providing and enabling the right amount,
type and range of housing across the area.



More jobs: Working with businesses to provide jobs in a
vibrant local economy.
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Typical corporate plan objectives of a local authority


Appearance Matters: Providing an attractive and clean
environment.



Health Matters: Keeping our communities healthy and
safe.



Achieving Stability: Providing financial stability through
a commercial and collaborative approach.



Delivering Excellence: Recognising the commitment of
staff and members to deliver excellent services.

This sort of language and topic areas are fairly common. Looking at these in isolation to
form asset management policy and principles can be very challenging. However helpful
these high level objectives may be, there is a need to read through the corporate plan to
establish what the organisation’s intentions are in terms of how these high level
objectives will be turned into deliverable actions and outcomes.
It is necessary to look beyond simply the corporate plan and to examine the more
detailed deliverables set out within service or cross organisation strategies. These will
often be very valuable in identifying intended actions that directly involve property
assets.
A good example of this will be an organisation’s economic development strategy or
regeneration strategy, which should be difficult to divorce from your asset strategy. The
box below provides an example of the sort of high-level objectives that might be seen in
an organisation’s economic development strategy.

Typical economic development objectives of a local
authority


Build on existing assets and emerging economic
strengths.



Promote key sectors.



Enhance towns and coast.



Encourage more business start-ups and improve survival
rate.



Support business to grow.



Attract new businesses.



Providing infrastructure.
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The challenge for asset managers is to understand the objectives, understand the
deliverables and to identify where property assets can help. This might well involve quite
a range of potential support, including:


identify and bring forward appropriate sites for commercial development



encourage development of commercial premises



maximise the impact of the assets/resources



work in partnership with other public and private sector organisations.

We find often that asset managers do not know what is in the economic development
strategy and are not having enough dialogue with colleagues on how they can support
its delivery. Below are some questions for you to challenge yourself in this area:

ASK YOURSELF


Is strategic asset management linked in with economic
development?



Do the two operate in isolation?



Is the landholding being actively reviewed to identify
opportunities to support economic development
objectives?



Is strategic asset management actually fighting against
economic development?



Are your property skills being effectively utilised and
exploited?

If you are a housing authority, then as with the economic development strategy, there
will be high level objectives set out in your housing strategy (if you have one), an
example of which are set out in the box below.

Typical housing objectives of a local authority


Provide high-quality affordable homes to meet local
needs (including assistance to help first-time buyers and
others on low wages to access home ownership).



Improve the condition of the housing stock.



Support vulnerable people.



Make the best use of the existing housing stock.
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As with the economic development strategy, the challenge for asset managers is to
understand the objectives, understand the deliverables of your housing strategy and to
identify where property assets can help. This might well involve quite a range of
potential support, including:


identify and bring forward appropriate sites for affordable or social housing
development



identify and bring forward appropriate sites for new private housebuilding, either
directly by the council or by others



encourage development of the delivery of housing supply through mixed use
development schemes.

We often find that asset managers do not know what is in the housing strategy and are
not having enough dialogue with colleagues on how they can support its delivery. In the
box below are some questions for you to challenge yourself in this area.

ASK YOURSELF


Is strategic asset management linked in with housing
strategy?



Do the two operate in isolation?



Is the landholding being actively reviewed to identify
opportunities to support housing strategy objectives?



Is strategic asset management actually fighting against
housing strategy?



Are your property skills being effectively utilised and
exploited?



Are you fighting against surveyor DNA in not cooperating with housing?

One key corporate strategy for any organisation is their finance strategy. This may take
a number of different forms and be called different things. For many the term ‘mediumterm financial strategy’ is commonly used. This may or may not incorporate capital
financing plans. If not then the organisation may well also have a capital strategy.
These documents will set out the financial picture for the organisation, which is
important in understanding the financial pressures for the short to medium term and any
anticipated spending plans. The capital strategy may look further ahead into longer term
capital requirements, risks and liabilities.
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Typical financial objectives of a local authority


Maintain five-year rolling capital programme which
remains within the approved affordable, sustainable and
prudential limits.



Ensure capital resources are aligned with the council’s
strategic vision and corporate priorities by ensuring all
schemes are prioritised according to council’s
prioritisation methodology.



Prudential borrowing to be undertaken to support the
council’s priorities where there is a business case for it to
do so and there are sufficient monies to meet in full the
implications of capital expenditure, both borrowing and
running costs.



To maximise available resources by actively seeking
external funding to support council priorities and
disposing of surplus assets.



To use internal resources alongside external resources
where appropriate to support the capital programme and
minimise any borrowing costs.

In addition to medium-term financial plans and capital strategies, some organisations
will also have an investment strategy. For some this may be incorporated within their
capital strategy but for others it may be a standalone document.
If your organisation has an investment strategy then it will be important to review this to
identify discussions and strategies that have already taken place in terms of where the
organisation is planning to invest resources, as these could have important implications
for your asset strategy. The box below sets out some areas that an investment strategy
might possibly include.

Possible investment strategy objectives of a local
authority


To ensure a long-term sustainable view is taken of any
investments and the appropriate risk analysis is provided
in considering those.



Alternative income streams. Looking to generate future
income sources through investments in the district which
can generate a return over the longer term for the
council.



Invest further in the council area.
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Possible investment strategy objectives of a local
authority


Adopt a strategy which will look to utilise capital receipts
to support investments for the council.

As with other strategies it is important for asset managers to examine how they are
interacting with the other strategies and supporting their delivery. Some challenge
questions are set out in the box below.

ASK YOURSELF


Have you a strategy to be more ‘commercial’?



What does this mean for you?



Does this involve property assets?



Are you looking to invest within or without the area?



Are you investing in place making and public realm?

As well as the example strategies we have discussed above, your organisation may have
a suite of other specific service strategies that as asset manager you should be
reviewing, and adopting similar challenge questions to establish how you are interacting
with and supporting them.

Draft SPAM policy
Having reviewed the organisation’s key documents, the next stage is to seek to distil
from these documents what we think might be an appropriate set of strategic asset
management policies (or management principles) for the organisation’s property assets.
These are never expected to be the final version – they are produced to prompt a
discussion. People find it much easier to grasp the concepts and engage in a
conversation when they have something to disagree with!
So this list tests thinking of key stakeholders, where the authority wants to be, how it
wants to behave, and how it wants to treat its property assets.
The intention is to knock into shape this policy wording so that it can be corporately
adopted with everyone signed up to it.
This is also important as a driver for your asset management strategy. If you attempt to
establish your strategy ahead of setting the policy ground rules you will find it more
difficult to implement later on and could struggle to get corporate buy-in and consistency
in decision making. The box below sets out some examples of the sort of things you
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might consider including in your initial development of your asset management policy.
But be careful not simply to copy these, as they should relate to your organisation’s own
culture, priorities, challenges and objectives.

Possible asset management policy areas


Operates as a corporate resource, seeking the best
outcome for the area as a whole.



Meets ever-changing customer expectations and needs,
easing and simplifying efficient access to services.



Efficient, effective and fit-for-purpose.



Manages so that enterprise and business are supported
to grow, and inward investment continues to increase.



Contributes to ensuring that the quality of xxx built and
natural environment is enhanced and protected.



Helps to ensure that the number and quality of homes in
the borough meet housing needs.



Supports community capacity to give us progressive,
healthy, safe and vibrant communities.



Makes efficient use of energy, the use of sustainable
energy sources and the reduction of its greenhouse gas
(CO2) emissions.



Aligned to the efficient and effective utilisation of other
resources such as finance, ICT and staff.



Contributes positively to a sustainable borough in terms
of housing and employment infrastructure.



Contributes positively to the visitor economy.



Takes full advantage of partnerships and collaboration
with other public and private sector organisations in
delivering value for money.



Optimises financial return and commercial opportunities.



Remains adaptive, innovative and flexible.



Acquired and retained only when needed for a specific
identified purpose.



Maintained in good condition.



Fit for the intended purpose.



Kept clean, tidy, presentable and well signposted.
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Possible asset management policy areas


Utilised as intensively as possible.



Well-located and accessible to those that need them.



Legally compliant, with clarity around liabilities that are
retained and liabilities that have passed to third parties.



Resilient to physical, economic and social change.



Demonstrate good value for money for all financial
spending, adopting a whole life approach wherever
possible.

These could quite easily be very similar to asset management policies adopted by other
local authorities, so don’t expect to be surprised by that. It doesn’t matter if they are
similar to someone else’s – as to a certain extent they hopefully represent good practice.
It is about the process so that there is engagement and ultimately explicit agreement
with internal stakeholders so everyone agrees that these (or whatever is substituted for
them) are appropriate and should be adopted.
There is no single way to express asset management policies. Set out below is another
way of approaching it that you might wish to consider when devising your policy and
principles. Each organisation will rightly have their own way of doing it. It is not the
format or words, but whether those words express what is important to you.

Another possible example of policy layout


In developing strategy and delivering actions and
activities relating to our land and buildings, we will
ensure that they meet certain agreed goals. These are
not in any particular list of priority and the key challenge
for the council is ensuring that we maintain an
appropriate balance between all these elements to ensure
that we make strategic use of our and buildings to build
upon the attractiveness of the area.



Land and buildings are not ‘owned’ by the services that
occupy them but are owned for the benefit of the people
of the area. When decisions are made they are made in a
way that provides the best overall outcome for the
council and the district.



Land and buildings will be efficiently used meaning that
we will not waste money or waste space.



Land and buildings will do what we want them to do and
will be fit for purpose.
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Another possible example of policy layout


Our land and buildings will be managed to contribute
positively to a sustainable area through supporting the
growth of enterprise, local businesses, support innovation
and attract inward investment. We will support the
provision of premises that are needed in the right area to
facilitate this.



Where we can we will use our land and buildings to
contribute positively to a sustainable area to ensure that
the number and quality of homes meets housing needs.



Aligned to the efficient and effective utilisation of other
resources such as finance, ICT and staff.



We will use our land and buildings to support our local
communities to give us progressive, healthy, safe and
vibrant communities.



Our land and buildings will make efficient use of energy
and meet any energy efficiency standards.



We will use our land and buildings in order to build the
attractiveness of the district for visitors, which will bring
money to the area and support local businesses.



We will take full advantage of opportunities for
partnerships, community asset transfer and collaboration
with other public, third and private sector organisations
in delivering value for money.



We will use our assets to optimise returns, maximise
external funding and commercial opportunities.



Where we have land and buildings that generate rental
income from tenants we will make sure that the income
we get is the best we could expect and we will be
constantly looking for new income generating
opportunities.



We know that things change. We want to make sure as
best we can that our land and buildings are continually
challenged to ensure that they remain adaptive, and
innovative and are flexible enough to keep improving
how and what we do.



In addition to the key policy principles, we will also work
to key management principles for the property portfolio.



Performance targets and outcomes set around these.



Subject to budget.
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Another possible example of policy layout




Asset management principles are to ensure that assets
are:


acquired and retained only when needed for a specific
identified purpose



maintained in good condition.



fit for their intended purpose



kept clean, tidy, presentable and well signposted



used as intensively as possible



well-located and accessible to those that need them



meet all statutory requirements with clarity around
liabilities that the council has retained and those that
have been passed to third parties.

Asset management principles are to ensure that:


no new legal requirements to be taken on by the
council unless absolutely necessary for the greater
good



land and buildings will be resilient to physical,
economic and social change



demonstrate good value for money for all financial
spending.

Facilitated workshops
The next important stage in the process is to develop the initial drafts of the asset
management policies (or management principles). In our view this has to be
collaborative, as the whole reason for adopting the approach we are advocating is so
that key stakeholders are engaged and have a sense of ownership of the outcomes. That
way decision makers are more likely to adhere to the policy and principles – departing
from them will be highlighted as part of decision making processes and as asset
managers you can develop strategy with more confidence that it will be implemented.
While it may not be appropriate for every organisation, we generally recommend that in
the first instance there is engagement with elected members. They need to be brought
into the process early on. When we are asked to support organisations in developing
their asset manager we manage this engagement through a workshop session or
sessions (depending on how many elected members are to be engaged).
The engagement workshop generally follows the following simple agenda.
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Describe the process.



Ascertain and agree key deliverables.



Explain documentation and agree structure for AMP Framework.



Facilitated discussion around the draft asset management policies and principles.



Workshop activities around the draft asset management policies and principles.



Summarising the day and agreeing next steps.

Draft SPAM policy documentation
The outcome from the engagement workshop with elected members will be a clear steer
on what it was about the draft policies (or principles) that members liked and disliked.
You will have an idea of whether the phraseology you used was considered appropriate
or not. You may well have struck some of the draft wording out and added new wording
in.
At this stage you can now start to develop in more detail your first draft asset
management policy. This need not be a lengthy document. It might only run to a handful
of pages at most. What matters is the content not the length. In fact the briefer it is
then the more likely it is that it will be read, understood and followed by elected
members in future decision making.
Some organisations may at this stage, in parallel with the elected member workshops,
also run engagement sessions with senior officers of the organisation, either corporate
management team or perhaps even at the tier below. This would add some weight to
what you have achieved with elected members and may add extra comfort around
potential future decisions by your management team.

REMEMBER
The property asset management policy establishes:




what the corporate approach or attitude is to its property
assets.
what behaviours are expected
what principles are going to be followed.

Service engagement
With the asset management policies (or principles) agreed, the next important stage in
the process is detailed engagement with services.
Engagement between strategic property staff and service areas should already be
happening on a regular basis in order to understand and articulate each service area’s
property needs looking forward into the future. Writing the asset management
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framework will help in formalising these discussions and will often bring out deeper
issues that are likely to impact on property assets. Whether as part of an ongoing
process or as a one-off in developing the asset management framework, service
engagement needs to be of sufficient depth to ensure that all relevant issues are
covered.
Typical areas for exploration could include:


the general direction of their service



the challenges they face



the solutions they have devised so far



the progress in implementing these



the challenges that remain to be managed



the options being considered for these remaining challenges and where they are in
that process



the extent to which they have, because of changing circumstances or shifts in
corporate direction, departed from documented strategies



the implications for their use and occupation of property assets from planned or
likely changes to service delivery arrangements or target operating models.

It is at this stage of the SPAM process that the information gathering and information
review stages show their benefits. In digesting the contents of individual service
strategies and/or service business plans, you will as an asset manager have gained an
understanding of the overall direction of travel for each service, what is important to
them and what they are seeking to achieve.
The dialogue with each service at this stage of the SPAM process will be so much more
fruitful for having pre-read those strategies and/or business plans. It will enable you to
direct your engagement conversations with each service in a targeted manner. It will
enable you to give confidence to each service that you understand their ‘business’, what
they are about and what they are seeking to achieve. It will arm you with information
around each service that will enable you, deploying your specialist property knowledge
and skills, to discuss potential obstacles to their plans or to identify or highlight
opportunities that they have missed.
The form that these engagement conversations take is not as important as ensuring that
they happen. They could take the form of you as asset manager attending an agenda
item on the service management team, or they could involve setting up a dedicated
engagement session. The key thing is to make sure that there is sufficient time to
explore the areas that need to be explored, that the conversations are not rushed and
that each service has ample opportunity to tell you their story and to feel that you have
listened and understood.
One caution we need to highlight is the need to ensure that by pursuing engagement
with individual services, you do not reinforce service silos in the corporate or strategic
planning or management of the organisation’s property portfolio.
There are a number of ways that we have found effective in seeking to ensure that this
risk is mitigated.
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One way is to make sure that before the service engagement conversations commence
you have fully appraised yourself of all the various service strategies that exist, so that
you can identify opportunities across services for collaboration or joint effort on
property-related matters. You can then introduce these ideas into your engagement
conversations.
Another way is to establish wider engagement conversations or facilitate workshop-style
sessions where you can engage with multiple services at the same time. This can be
particularly effective in bringing different ideas together and bringing people together
from different services that might not have engaged with one another previously. We
have found these sort of sessions to be especially powerful in sparking ideas and
opportunities and in breaking down silos. You can often observe conversations taking
place that should most likely have happened a long time ago.
Local authorities can be big and complex organisations and it can be dangerous to
assume that individual service strategies or business plans have been developed with full
knowledge or involvement of other services. We have seen situations where strategy and
activity in, for instance, the economic development arena has had no involvement from
people in the housing arena, or vice versa. Or strategy and activities in the parks and
open spaces arena has had no involvement from people in the leisure services arena,
and vice versa.
The obvious third route you could take to break down these silos, is to adopt a
combination of both of the methods previously described. The individual service
engagement can be used to do a ‘deep dive’ into a particular service and to cover areas
that might not be appropriate to cover with other services in the same room. And this
can be supplemented by sessions involving multiple services to provide that mix and
cross section of views, and identification of shared opportunities.

Draft SPAM strategy documentation
The service engagement conversations outlined in the previous section should provide
you with a good understanding of what each service does, what their objectives are,
what their challenges are in meeting those objectives, the way they think and operate
and how all this is impacted by and will impact on the organisation’s property assets. In
short it will provide you with a compendium of issues that need addressing as part of
your property asset management strategy.
The starting point for this engagement can often be a list of the property assets which
are used by each service. Not only does this focus the conversation around why each
asset is there and its purpose, it often results in a conversation about the problems with
the assets and any proposals for them or the service operated from them. A by-product
of this process can sometimes be that there are a number of assets identified which no
service lays a claim to, and the hence the purpose of having them is unclear.
The next stage in the process is to convert this information and ideas gathering, into the
property asset management strategy which sets out an overall direction for the
organisation’s property portfolio. This process involves converting what you have
gleaned from your engagement conversations and what you already know about the
property portfolio into a cohesive written directional document.
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REMEMBER
The property asset management strategy establishes:



what you think your future should look like
where you want to be.

This CIPFA framework document cannot tell you what your strategy should say or look
like – the key message from this framework is about adopting a process that will enable
you to determine these things. While there may well be similarities in the strategies of
similar organisations, your challenges and opportunities will be different to your
counterparts and so your strategy needs to reflect these.
In our experience the strategy does not need to be a large document. It should
succinctly set out the key strategic themes and be clear to the reader what you are
looking to achieve and by when.
We would generally recommend that to increase the awareness and understanding of the
context of your strategy, each property asset management (PAM) strategic objective
should have associated with it:


which corporate aim it supports



the purpose of the PAM strategic objective



how the organisation intends to go about achieving that PAM strategic objective.

Ideally each of your strategic objectives should also have goals, targets or milestones
attached to them which are SMART. The acronym SMART has several slightly different
variations, which can be used to provide a more comprehensive definition of goal
setting, in other words:


S - specific, significant, stretching



M - measurable, meaningful, motivational



A - agreed upon, attainable, achievable, acceptable, action-oriented



R - realistic, relevant, reasonable, rewarding, results-oriented



T - time-based, time-bound, timely, tangible, trackable.

Draft SPAM action plan
The next and final stage in the SPAM process is to develop your PAM action plan. This
can take many formats, and different organisations will have different preferences in
terms of layout and style, so much so that it is beyond the ability of this CIPFA SPAM
Framework to set out all of the available options and variations.
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This is an action plan, which by definition contains specific actions (or deliverables) that
you will be taking as you seek to deliver your adopted PAM strategy. The nature and
extent of the actions and deliverables will be dictated by:


what your PAM strategy says about where you want to be, and by when



what your challenges and barriers are



what your relative priorities are



what resources you have available to you.

What you may well find, as you begin to list out your various actions and deliverables, is
that they naturally cluster themselves into identifiable themes or strands. Some of the
actions will relate specifically to particular property assets, such as actions around
disposal or acquisition, refurbishment, maintenance, re-provision or relocation.
Other actions may relate to the way you are organised and make decisions around
property assets, such as developing a corporate landlord model, establishing a corporate
asset board, recruiting new staff or skills, revising service planning around assets,
establishing internal service level agreements or revising your scheme of delegations or
other decision making processes.
And other actions may relate more to the development of policy initiatives, such as an
acquisition and disposal policy, the development of service levels or standards around
utilisation or condition, third sector lettings policy, partnership policy etc.
We believe it is important to maintain clarity around the nature of the actions and what
needs to change. As a consequence, our preference when we develop a PAM action plan
is generally to seek to structure the various actions and deliverables under the following
three themes:


policy development



organisational arrangements



property specific activities.

In developing your PAM action plan you will necessarily need to reflect on what
resources you have available to you and what is achievable. The PAM strategy and action
plan can quite easily be undermined by over ambitious targets which have not been
formulated with available resources in mind.
You may well also find that each action or deliverable is actually a series of separate
actions, and where this is the case we would generally recommend that each of these
separate actions be set out clearly as milestones. You may well find that critical path
techniques can be useful in identifying the linkages and dependencies on the various
actions and deliverables, so that each specific action is addressed in a logical sequence
that will get you to your intended destination.
As an example, if you have adopted an action to develop a property maintenance
strategy then you may first need to analyse the data you have on the condition of your
assets. To do that you might find there are gaps in your data and that condition surveys
might need to be commissioned before proper analysis can take place. Your maintenance
strategy might be linked to condition standards you are setting and it could be that the
standards might vary from asset group to asset group, so work may need to be done on
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this as well before the strategy can be written. And this in turn may link to any service
level agreements with asset occupants or contractual obligations with landlords or
tenants. So in adopting one single action of the development of a maintenance strategy,
you can see that there could well be a number of separate and distinct actions that need
to happen first. These should all be set out in your PAM action plan.
This sort of approach can bring a discipline to the delivery of your framework through a
logical and sequenced action plan. However, caution should be exercised that
development of such a logical sequence of actions does not become an excuse for
inertia. In many organisations there may well be actions that can be taken immediately
while the sequence is fully developed and delivered. Life goes on and nothing stands
still, so some immediate practical activity may be beneficial in parallel with strategic
activity.
You also need to be conscious of course that if you adopt the themed approach to the
PAM action plan that we generally recommend (policy development, organisational
arrangements and property specific activities) that your critical path approach could well
cross between those three themes. You need to be alert to this in developing anticipated
timings on specific actions.

‘AMP on a page’
However skilled or disciplined an organisation is in articulating its asset management
framework, there is often a temptation to adopt a lengthy suite of documents. Indeed in
some circumstances there is a necessity to do so – at least in terms of the action plan –
as the organisation has set itself quite a bit to do.
The framework can serve a number of purposes. It clearly is a corporate document that
sets a strategy and a series of actions for everyone in the organisation to follow,
property staff, service staff, service managers, management board and elected
members. In some cases the framework might also serve a purpose in communication
with customers, partners and the general public.
So understanding your audience is important in developing your framework. Where the
organisation wants a more punchy communication method, they will often ask us to
develop what is sometimes termed an ‘AMP on a page’. This can and does take a number
of different forms and formats, depending on the message that is intended to be
communicated and the intended audience for that message. It is beyond the scope of
this framework guidance to seek to describe what an ‘AMP on a page’ might look like for
you, because of the number of variables that are possible. But many organisations find
them very powerful as a communication tool where simple but cohesive messages need
to be conveyed in a straightforward and visual manner. We would definitely recommend
that the idea be considered.
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Worked examples
For the purposes of this completely hypothetical worked example, we have devised five
PAM strategic objectives:


Embed a culture that recognises that property assets are a key corporate resource,
where decisions need to be made which are linked to corporate and service
objectives and balancing a wide number of views and needs.



Maintain and develop the management of our property assets to improve over time
how those assets work for us, optimise returns and minimise the costs of operating
them.



Demonstrate how the innovative use of property assets, in partnership with others,
can improve the area and the lives of the people that live, work, play and visit.



Support economic growth and regeneration in the locality.



Support the district in meeting its housing need.

These may have some similarity to PAM strategic objectives that you end up with, but
that is not why we have included them here. These are intended simply to demonstrate
a process of setting out and explaining the PAM strategic objectives. Your own PAM
strategic objectives need to be developed following the processes we have recommended
through this CIPFA SPAM Framework, so that they relate to your specific circumstances,
issues, challenges and aspirations.
As mentioned earlier, for each objective you need to be able to explain what the
objective actually means:


Need to understand corporately why you are doing this ie which corporate aims will
be supported by delivering this objective.



Purpose behind the objective.



How the objective will be achieved.



How you will measure success.

The following pages set out the sort of content that may need to be set out in your PAM
strategy for each of the PAM strategic objectives.

PAM strategic objective 1
Embed a culture that recognises that property assets are a key corporate resource,
where decisions need to be made which are linked to corporate and service objectives
and balancing a wide number of views and needs
Which corporate aims this objective supports


More homes.



More jobs.



Appearance matters.



Health matters.
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Achieving stability.



Delivering excellence.

Purpose


Ensure property assets support delivery of strategic objectives of the council’s
corporate plan and medium-term financial strategy.



Provide clear direction for the management of the portfolio.



Optimise efficient use of resources.

We will achieve this through


The governance structure put in place through the Asset Management Board.



A corporate landlord model.



An asset challenge programme for all assets.



Aligning financial and service planning with asset planning.



Ensuring business planning supports investment/disinvestment decisions.



Effective capital prioritisation model.



Robust information management.



Training programme for staff and elected members on strategic asset management
issues.

How will we measure success?
Set out here performance targets to demonstrate that the strategic objective above is
delivered over the life of the strategy and that progress towards them can be monitored
and managed.

PAM strategic objective 2
Maintain and develop the management of our property assets to improve over time how
those assets work for us, optimise returns and minimise the costs of operation.
Which corporate aims this objective supports


More homes.



More jobs.



Appearance matters.



Health matters.



Achieving stability.



Delivering excellence.
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Purpose


Ensure ownership and occupation of assets is robustly challenged.



Occupation and use of assets is optimised and assets are fit for purpose.



Running costs are minimised.



Rate of return and opportunity cost of holding assets is fully understood to allow
informed decisions on the future of assets.



Listed and heritage assets are protected.

We will achieve this through


The governance structure put in place through the Asset Management Board.



Working with directorates to support their service plans and planning processes to
ensure that asset implications are identified and considered at the earliest
opportunity.



Implementing a robust asset challenge process to include all assets including third
party occupation of our asset.



Provide a commercial approach to the council’s portfolio to optimise rental income
generation from third party use of our assets where feasible.



Any lease to a third party should be at least overall cost neutral to the council.



Obtaining comprehensive and accurate data on our asset base.



Introducing effective performance management of assets.



Dispose of assets which are either surplus to requirements or not achieving any
other strategic objectives.



Condition survey programme feeding into development of a corporate maintenance
strategy.



Business process reengineering.



Adopt lifecycle planning in decision making.

How will we measure success?
Set out here performance targets to demonstrate that the strategic objective above is
delivered over the life of the strategy and that progress towards them can be monitored
and managed.

PAM strategic objective 3
Develop innovative partnerships to maximise the benefit of the corporate asset base and
improve the area and the lives of the people that live, work, play and visit.
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Which corporate aims this objective supports


More homes.



More jobs.



Appearance matters.



Health matters.



Achieving stability.

Purpose


Co-location with other partners.



Develop integrated service delivery partnerships.



Provide assets that are accessible to communities.



Listed and heritage assets are protected.

We will achieve this through


Public and partner engagement (including developers).



One Public Estate.



Joint service delivery.



Community asset transfer, transfer responsibility for assets, where appropriate,
allowing locality assets to be managed at a local level, delivering local services.



Explore opportunities for internal shared/integrated assets.



Sub-regional working/partnerships.



Work closely with neighbours.



Developing a strategic approach to ensure responsible stewardship and unlock the
potential of historic buildings and heritage assets, particularly those at risk.

How will we measure success?
Set out here performance targets to demonstrate that the strategic objective above is
delivered over the life of the strategy and that progress towards them can be monitored
and managed.

PAM Strategic Objective 4
Support economic growth and regeneration in the locality.
Which corporate aims this objective supports


More homes.



More jobs.



Achieving stability.
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Purpose
Ensure that all the council’s key strategies are aligned including financial strategies,
investment strategy, economic development strategy, housing strategy and property
strategies. This will ensure a holistic approach to maximise opportunities for
regeneration, new housing and to stimulate economic growth.
We will achieve this through


The governance structure put in place through the Asset Management Board.



Aligning property with economic growth and planning policy.



Engagement with the private sector and with other public bodies.



Adopting innovative delivery solutions.



Holding commercial property assets that are fit for purpose and meet the needs of
the business community.



After consideration of a detailed business case which considers all implications to
the council eg legal, whole life costs etc, acquire strategic sites for future
development to generate income and act as a catalyst for inward investment.



Through a review of current property investment/commercial portfolio, identify
latent or under-developed income potential and release unproductive investment
property where those assets are not meeting any of the council’s strategic
objectives.

How will we measure success?
Set out here performance targets to demonstrate that the strategic objective above is
delivered over the life of the strategy and that progress towards them can be monitored
and managed.

PAM strategic objective 5
Support the locality in meeting its housing need.
Which corporate aims this objective supports
More homes.
More jobs.
Achieving stability.
Purpose
To ensure that the locality can provide high-quality affordable homes to meet the needs
of the local community.
We will achieve this through


The governance structure put in place through the Asset Management Board.



Aligning property with housing strategy and planning policy.
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Acquire strategic sites for future development which will support housing need in
the locality.



Places and policies local plan.

How will we measure success?
Set out here performance targets to demonstrate that the strategic objective above is
delivered over the life of the strategy and that progress towards them can be monitored
and managed.
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE WORK PLAN
The purpose of the work plan is to plan, manage and co-ordinate the ongoing activity and progress of the Council’s Overview and
Scrutiny Committee. It will be updated regularly and presented to each meeting of the Committee. It will include issues that are
currently being actioned as well as those that will be subject to future work.
The Committees Terms of Reference are as follows:


to perform all overview and scrutiny functions on behalf of the Council;



to appoint such formal sub-committees and informal task and finish groups as it considers necessary to assist it in
discharging its functions;



to prepare and approve the overview and scrutiny work programme so as to ensure that the Committee’s time is
effectively and efficiently utilised;



to undertake investigations into such matters relating to the Council’s functions and powers as:
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may be referred by the Council, Committees, the Cabinet, or the Leader; or
the Committee may consider appropriate; or
have been referred to the Committee pursuant to the “call-in” procedure set out in the Overview and
Scrutiny Procedure Rules in Part 4 of this Constitution. (These can be decisions taken by the Cabinet, a
Cabinet Member, key decisions taken by an officer or under joint arrangements).

to monitor and review the performance of the Council and services against relevant performance indicators and
adopted plans;

Last Updated Wednesday, 24 October 2018
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to review and/or scrutinise decisions proposed to be made (pre-decision scrutiny) or actions taken in connection with
the discharge of any of the Council’s functions;



to review existing policy and strategy with a view to securing continuous improvement in the way in which the
Council’s functions are exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and effectiveness;



to make reports and/or recommendations to the full Council and/or the Cabinet in connection with the discharge of
any functions;



to review and/or scrutinise any matter affecting the area or its inhabitants;



to discuss initiatives put forward for consideration by individual members of the Committee and any relevant ‘call-foraction’ in accordance with the Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules set out in Part 4 of this Constitution; and



to consider petitions referred to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee in accordance with provisions set out in the
Petition Scheme set out in Part 4 of this Constitution.

(A) ISSUES CURRENTLY BEING PROGRESSED BY THE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

ISSUE
(PURPOSE TASK AND FINISH TIMETABLE
OF REVIEW)
GROUP (Y/N)
(MEMBERSHIP
2018/19)

CURRENT WORK

To monitor the
performance and
activities of
Registered Providers
working in the
Borough.

Programme for 2018/19 is being prepared Green
with the first full meeting taking place on 6th,
September. The programme has been
agreed by the Group as follows:

Task and Finish Group Being
consisting of:
developed
The Chairman (Cllr
M.D. Smith), ViceChairman (Cllr Mrs
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Wednesday 7th November -

STATUS

ISSUE
(PURPOSE TASK AND FINISH TIMETABLE
OF REVIEW)
GROUP (Y/N)
(MEMBERSHIP
2018/19)
D.B. Bedford) and
Cllrs T.D. Bridgeman,
M. S. Choudhary,
R.M. Cooper and K.
Dibble.

CURRENT WORK






A2Dominion
Thursday 15th November
VIVID
Wednesday 5th December
Radian
Wednesday 23rd January
London and Quadrant
Wednesday 20th February
Stoll

STATUS

-

A separate meeting of the Group was held
on 5th September, 2018. Members raised
issues with Accent, and a series of actions
were agreed. The situation will continue to be
monitored.

To scrutinise the
performance of
SERCO against the
contract specification
for:
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Waste
collection
Fly tipping

Consideration being
given to setting up a
task and finish group
following the
introductory
presentation – to be
confirmed at the
meeting on 13th
September, 2018

TBC

James Duggin (Contracts Manager) attended Green
the meeting on 19th July, 2018 to give an
overview of the current position and working
arrangements. A task and finish group is
being established to look at performance
against the contract provisions. It was agreed
at the Progress Group that initially the new
group would receive a briefing on the
contract
terms,
especially
around
performance.
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ISSUE
(PURPOSE TASK AND FINISH TIMETABLE
OF REVIEW)
GROUP (Y/N)
(MEMBERSHIP
2018/19)
 Recycling
 Customer
interface

CURRENT WORK

To review specific
issues relating to
parking:

Kirsty Hosey (Parking Manager) attended the N/A
meeting on 19th July, 2018 to give an update
on the current position with the parking
arrangements at the Aldershot Centre for
Health




Not applicable at
present.

Aldershot
Centre
for
Health
Housing
estates

STATUS

A meeting of the Group has been
provisionally arranged for 05.11.18. Terms of
Reference are being prepared.

Rushmoor is managing the car park on a
short term basis under an arrangement with
the NHS. This will be reviewed in three
months’ time when the NHS has sought a
new service provider for the car park.
The arrangements are being monitored and
a briefing note has been prepared on the
current position. A survey report has been
submitted through Cllr Alex Crawford and is
being assessed.
Consideration of the wider parking issues will
take place later in the year.
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ISSUE
(PURPOSE TASK AND FINISH TIMETABLE
OF REVIEW)
GROUP (Y/N)
(MEMBERSHIP
2018/19)

CURRENT WORK

To review the
Council’s approach to
investment in
commercial
properties, including
an assessment of the
opportunities taken
and the outcomes.

The Committee will be provided initially with N/A
a briefing on 1st November, 2018. The
briefing will cover the following areas:
•
The strategic framework
•
A list of the properties
•
Financial implications in terms of
investment, IRR and projections
•
Percentage of occupation
•
Terms of leases, including the
responsibilities of the owner and the
lessees
•
Agents used
•
Are new tenant incentives used
•
Any
benchmarking
data
with
neighbouring or other authorities who
have adopted similar strategies

TBC

STATUS

Programme of investment for 2018/19 is
being progressed.
To review the Council
Tax Support Scheme
Page 51

Welfare Task and
Finish Group
established, consisting
of Cllrs M.D. Smith,
Mrs D.B. Bedford, J.B.
Canty, Veronica

October
2018January
2019

The first meeting was held on 15th October, Green
2018. The Group are minded at this stage
not to make any changes to the scheme,
although the situation would be reviewed
following the Chancellors Budget scheduled
for 29th October, 2018.
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ISSUE
(PURPOSE TASK AND FINISH TIMETABLE
OF REVIEW)
GROUP (Y/N)
(MEMBERSHIP
2018/19)
Graham-Green,
Jennifer Evans and
M.J. Roberts.

CURRENT WORK

STATUS

(B) ISSUES EARMARKED FOR SCRUTINY BUT NOT YET COMMENCED

ISSUE

CURRENT POSITION

PROPOSED TIMETABLE

Cabinet Champions

Work programmes are being established for the
three Champions for 2018/19.

The Committee will review progress in 2019.

Hampshire County Council
Transformation 2019 Programme

This items has also been picked up by the Policy
and Project Advisory Board.

An item was discussed at the Board meeting
agenda on 12th July, 2018.

Procurement Strategy

Potential area for scrutiny of the delivery of
proposed outcomes set out in the strategy.

--

Once the draft has been prepared the Committee
will undertake some pre-decision scrutiny
Last Updated Wednesday, 24 October 2018
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ISSUE

CURRENT POSITION

PROPOSED TIMETABLE

Traveller Incursions

Issue raised at 19th July, 2018 meeting on the
Council’s response and outcomes.

Provisional date 13th December, 2018
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
WORK FLOW – JUNE 2018- MARCH 2019
DATE

ITEMS

7th June, 2018

Working Arrangements
Performance Monitoring 2017/18
Developing the Work Plan

19th July, 2018

Registered Providers
Update on Aldershot Centre for Health car parking
Waste contract update
Property Investment Task and Finish Group

13th September,
2018

Performance Monitoring Quarter 1 2018/19
Welfare Group – confirm appointments and arrangements
Serco Task and Finish Group - confirm appointments and
arrangements
Update on parking arrangements at the Aldershot Centre
for Health

1st November, 2018

Property Investment

13th December,
2018

Performance Monitoring Quarter 2 2018/19
Income Generation
Traveller Incursions

31st January, 2019

Cabinet Champions
Governance Structure

28th March, 2019

Performance Monitoring Quarter 3 2018/19
Rushmoor 2020

Future Items for
Committee

Management Structure/Portfolios
Procurement Strategy
Parking Strategy
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Potential Items for
Scrutiny at T&F
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Progress Meetings 2018/19
(Circulate the Cabinet Forward Plan, the Committee Work Plan and notes of the previous Committee meeting to each meeting of
the Progress Group)
DATE

NOTES/ACTIONS


Performance Monitoring
included on agenda



OUTCOMES



Focus on the exceptions report and Digital Strategy and GDPR
For each update the Progress Group will determine the areas
of focus for the Committee meeting

Updates from previous meeting




Briefing paper to be prepared on roles relating to recycling
Where a specific update was given the appropriate manager
could be invited to the progress meeting



Waste Contract Task and Finish
Group






Contact Cllr Canty and Dibble to confirm membership
establish meeting date
prepare terms of reference
initial focus on provisions of the contract/performance



Welfare Task and Finish Group






Contact Cllr Canty and Dibble to confirm membership
establish meeting date
prepare terms of reference
initial work will be on the review of the council tax support
scheme, with a briefing being prepared for the committee on
welfare reform



Registered Providers Task and

23rd
August,
2018

to

be
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Finish Group



2nd
October,
2018



Procurement Strategy




Meetings to be held on 5th and 6th September. Cllr Nadia
Martin to substitute for Cllr Keith Dibble
Terms of reference being finalised – to confirm VIVID to m be
met each year



Potential item to carry out some pre - decision scrutiny



Briefing note provided on the up to date position at the
Aldershot Centre for Health. Further information requested on
the specification for the new contract
Update requested on the Parking Review

Parking Issues




Registered Providers




13th
November,
2018




Invited Kirsty Hosey
Look at inviting Dawn MenziesKelly (Welfare Reform)

10th
January,
2019
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14th
February,
2019
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Schedule agreed for our Registered Providers to attend the
group
Meeting with VIVID postponed until November, 2018
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